
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

London Botanical Ltd 
Christmas Tree Hire Service 2018 

 

 

 

2018 PRICES 

 
Height  Decorated Lights Only      Undecorated 

1.5m   5ft £265 £200 £130 

1.8m   6ft £360 £260 £205 

2.1m   7ft £430 £300 £260 

2.4m   8ft £560 £370 £360 

2.75m   9ft £600 £440 £395 

3.00m   10ft £670 £520 £470 

3.65m 12ft £930 £670 £540 

4.5m        15ft         £1590 £1290 £980 
 
Prices exclude VAT.  London Botanical ltd standard terms and conditions apply. 
 
We provide trees up to 7.5 m - 25ft.  Please call or e-mail for more details. 
 
The Service 
When it comes to Christmas trees, the Brighton Botanical staff have over 25 years of 
experience.  London botanical ltd will deliver your chosen tree to your offices at your 
chosen time. We trim the trunk – this allows the tree to continue to take up water, 
improving longevity – and install your trees into a sturdy water containing stand.  After 
trimming and installing, we light and dress the tree to your specifications.   
After Christmas, the tree is removed and the area of installation is thoroughly cleaned.  
The trees are then recycled locally. 
There are no hidden extras, and no delivery or removal charges. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Species 
All our trees for indoor use are Super Grade Nordman Fir (Abies Nordmaniana). These grow 
slower than the traditional Christmas tree (Norway Spruce) and are well known for both 
their needle retention properties and rich, glossy foliage. 
 
Other Information 
We offer a variety of designs specific to your requirements – both traditional and 
contemporary.  And of course, we can create bespoke designs.  There is also the option of 
having the tree with lights only, or just the tree and stand, leaving you the option to dress 
the tree yourself.   
 
We supply artificial trees, and these come in several colours and styles.  Details upon request 
and price wise, these are generally in line with our real trees. 
 
All our lights meet the highest European safety standards and are PAT tested. 
 
Removal 
We will remove your tree after Christmas during the week commencing 1st January 2019.  
If you need it removing before that or if your office is closed, please let us know and we’ll 
contact you to arrange an alternative date. 
 
 
 
           
Important Environmental Information 
There is a popular misconception that cutting down Christmas trees each year is 
environmentally unfriendly and that we should use artificial trees.  Christmas trees are  
specifically grown as crops, often on poor soil that would support little else, harvested and 
then replaced each year to sustain numbers.  Plantations act as nature reserves supporting 
a wide range of wildlife and birds.  Every tree converts up to 12kg of carbon dioxide into 
oxygen and carbon collectively removing about 5m tones of carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere throughout Europe.  After Christmas, all our trees are recycled as mulch.   
 
Finally 
London Botanical ltd is a supporter of the NSPCC and so by choosing us, you will also be 
helping others. 
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